Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 10-6-13
We are still not finished with some of the issues for the season. Anthracnose has reared its head late on with a link in all
likelihood to the overall lack of water which has stunted growth somewhat. Putting surfaces continue to recover or are
back in fantastic condition and must be enjoyed prior to the impending snow cover. Winter projects are underway and
hopefully if you had any seeding to do it is done, seeding this late will mean seedlings have 2-3 more weeks of trying to
mature when conditions are just too cold – thus leaving them susceptible to problems both short term and long term.
Cloudy days have predominated this week along with some residual humidity – this has probably pushed the growing
conditions some what back in favor of Poa annua although temperatures have stayed warm enough to help the bent
recover from aeration. Rooting depths have not necessarily caught back up but they are starting to get down there in
preparation for winter. Hopefully greens have had a replenishment of nutrients at this stage and are ready for the actual
end of the year. The rain really came through for everyone and not just in the northern part of the state – it seems like
many people saw rain in fairly substantial amounts. The forecast has some more rain in it which will be welcomed
however the top 12 inches do not suddenly need to become saturated at this time of the year!
Climate:
As our introduction noted, rainfall has become an issue particularly late in the week. Hopefully there has been no
washout of newly seeded areas with some of the torrential type rainfall that we experienced this week. It is undoubtedly
important to get rain fall but when people are reporting 1.25” in less than an hour it is not ideal (Figure 1). The reason
for that is intense rainfall events promote runoff and erosion of the soil – not a good situation to be in as loss of soil
from the top of the surface means loss of stable environments for root growth as well as exposure of poor quality soil
making it difficult to grow turf. On another note – a treatise of September’s weather will be done next week.
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Sunshine Course (Lemont - a southwest Chicago suburb)
Figure 1. Precipitation at Sunshine course, Lemont IL, October 2013

Temperatures have moderated even further and soil temperatures have sat around 70 degrees (Figure 2). This has led to
minimal problems and hopefully this continues with no sharp changes in temperatures. I have noticed some mottling of
the bentgrasses beginning already – this is usually associated with the change in temperature while light intensities have
not completely fallen away – so once you see your turf starting to turn purple remember its gotten too cold for it to
photosynthesize efficiently.
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Figure 2. Temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois October 2013
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Humidity has been high (Figure 3) however which has been somewhat disconcerting as normally weather fronts coming
through with the intensity we have seen lead to cool downs followed by a lack of humidity – this has not happened and
it may have had the effect of really dragging back green speeds as well as having managers sitting there wondering if
they really should go make another control application so late in the year.
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Figure 3. Humidity hours above 90% at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois October, 2013
From the perspective of growing turf and having bentgrass doing well this week – it was not ideal (Figure 4). Light was
limited due to the cloud cover associated with the rain fall and it will require extended periods of cloud free sunlight to
help push recovery of the bentgrass right now as the day lengths shorten and limit sunlight.
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Figure 4. Daily light integrals at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois October 2013
Disease:
It seems that for the most part problems have subsided. Some dollar spot is still active however I would suspect that the
weather forecast this weekend will knock any potential issues on the head for a while. Anthracnose in some areas was
spotted and diagnosed (Picture 1) but it was not causing large scale death and destruction, so concern was limited.
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Picture 1. Acervuli via the microscope at the golf house and the camera in a phone! This was found on a golf course this
week in Chicago.
As we have come to the end of the season for many products other than snow mold I would like to talk about one
disease topic that you are mostly aware of. This week we did run into a set of information that indicated that there was
some resistance on a golf course to benzimadizoles, dicarboximides and DMI’s. The specificity of mode of action in these
products in particular makes them prone to resistance due to the ease at which a disease can alter its growth habit to
avoid the control mechanism. Therefore altering multisite modes of action, with specific modes of action, contact with
systemic is always a good idea. If you do feel that you are not getting as good control as you previously did – it may not
just be down to this problem so don’t blame the product when a window seems to tighten up on your application dates.
Remember products can be susceptible to pH alteration, organic matter content and other issues – there fore remember
to make not of everything you have used in an application and also make sure all products are compatible.

Insects:
Insect damage has declined somewhat in courses I have seen this week – it may be related to control benefits as well as
a reduction in activity by the ever moving, digging friends.
Weeds:
This week at Sunshine course we could see that there were plenty of broadleaf weeds active and it’s down to you as far
as control, however, fall is considered to be the best time of year for control. Three way combinations have been
excellent for broadleaf weed problems. The reason is that trying to be as effective in spring requires excellent timing to
hit extremely young weeds such as clover, dandelion etc., this time of year is far more efficient.
http://buckeyeturf.osu.edu/index.php?option=com_content&id=870:broadleaf-weed-control&Itemid=170

Management strategy:
This week of interest to me is aeration and timing of the practice. Just before I discuss what can be a divisive topic I think
we should consider the following. Turfgrass stands are in use for more than just playing golf or sports on and so we need
to remember that. Turfgrass offers exceptional soil erosion deterrence and dust calming. This protects a vital soil
resource and Illinois as a state is acutely aware of this, using it as the nations leading soybean and corn producer.
Turfgrass enhances groundwater quality and flood control. Turfgrass will improve retention and breakdown of chemicals
while the perennial crop has been shown to sequester CO2.
Of course we are concerned about putting surfaces – BUT – turfgrass health is crucial to being able to reproduce
consistent putting surfaces during the main playing periods of the year as well as being crucial to the above. Of utmost
importance to turfgrass health is managing organic matter. A buildup of organic matter leads to increased disease
problems, poor water movement, puffy thatchy greens that scalp creating greater potential for loss of putting surfaces
during stressful summer periods. One of the most important ways to reduce this is through dilution via aeration and the
addition of sand. Timing is crucial as recovery is so very important, trying to get roots back into the ground after a hot
summer is difficult and the sooner surfaces can be opened via aeration the sooner they can recover (Picture 2) while
also offering time for turf to acclimate to colder temperatures.

Picture 2. Greens surfaces 10 days after aeration on a Chicago golf course this week.

Innovative thoughts:
This week by request I will add a little portion of extra discussion to the report. It won’t appear every week as I may not
see something innovative every week but a short note on some equipment / method / technique that a superintendent
is using to add value, condition or benefit to the golf course they are working at.
Recently I learned a pretty unique way to use fairway mowers that have reached their used by date and have little value
from a resale standpoint. Rolling fairways has received attention recently due to the impact of US Open coverage and
one local superintendent was ahead of the game – the picture below shows somewhat how he cut off the blades on the
reels and added a sleeve around them. This has meant that equipment that was destined for the scrap heap is now
being used to roll surfaces – the question is whether or not it adds any benefit to playability – which of course is always
a question. (Picture 3)
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Picture 3. Innovative methods of rolling fairways on a golf course in Chicago.
FINALLY!!!!
The table has tightened up! The picture was rough grade fertilizer with poor coverage in the application leading to
uneven growth and break down. The last week in October will be the last picture of the season so it’s really tight!
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What caused this??? Answers to enangle@cdga.org
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Thank you to spectrum technologies this week who gave us a TruFirm meter to test out as I visit the courses. We are also
in the final stages of working out a deal for CDGA member courses with some of their equipment so keep an eye out for
the flyer!

Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent report is linked below dated 10-3-13

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update10_03_13.cfm
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch
www.cdgaturf.org
enangle@cdga.org
A couple of pictures from the Presidents Cup this weekend (16th left, 17th right) – it was wet at times! Muirfield was in
excellent condition however and really handled some of the rainfall. Congrats to those guys for putting on a world class
event.
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